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Executive Summary 

The main objective of “WP8: Product Quality Assurance” is to ensure the quality of the 
product along the value chain of the manufacturing process by developing zero defect 
manufacturing (ZDM) applications based on digital models of manufacturing assets and 
manufacturing processes. The deliverables of this work package and the WP1 
Management work package are divided into software packages and document/reports. In 
terms of reporting: 

• Process/Status: This report corresponds to D018 Technical Management: WP8 
Report of WP1 Management: Procedures, Metrics, Coordination, and Reporting, and 
as identified in the DOA, focuses on the process/status of the work accomplished in 
WP8 

• Software: All WP8 software deliverables of T8.1-T8.4 (type “OTHER”) are available 
in the ZDMP public repository with access details and install instructions as indicated 
in Section 1.4 and the component sections this report. Each of these is accompanied 
by a very brief cover document. The deliverables are software components: Digital 
Twin, Product Assurance Runtime - Product Quality Prediction and Supervision, and 
Non-Destructive Inspection 

The “WP8: Product Quality Assurance” consists of following main parts: Modelling, 
Prediction, Inspection, and Supervision. The tasks of WP8 are the following: 

• T8.1 - Characterization and Modelling / Digital Twin 

• T8.2 - Pre-Production: Product Quality Prediction / Product Assurance Runtime - 
Quality Prediction 

• T8.3 - Production: Non-Destructive Product Inspection / Non-Destructive Inspection  

• T8.4 - Production: Supervision / Product Assurance Runtime – Quality Supervision 

This document is structured in four main sections, one per each of the four WP8 tasks. 
Each task is put in direct relation to the WP8 software components. Whilst from the 
reporting perspective each one describes planned activities, the progress, and the next 
activities for the period, from the software perspective an online public documentation is 
provided to describe the software functionalities and provides pointers to the location of 
the software developed so far. 

In this period, this document reports on the following components: 

• T8.1:  Digital Twin 

• T8.2/T8.4:  Product Assurance Design and Runtime 

• T8.3: Non-Destructive Inspection 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0 Introduction 

0.1 ZDMP Project Overview 

ZDMP – Zero Defects Manufacturing Platform – is a project funded by the H2020 
Framework Programme of the European Commission under Grant Agreement 825631 and 
conducted from January 2019 until December 2022. It engages 30 partners (Users, 
Technology Providers, Consultants and Research Institutes) from 11 countries with a total 
budget of circa 16.2M€. Further information can be found at www.zdmp.eu. 

In the last five years, many industrial 
production entities in Europe have started 
strategic work towards a digital 
transformation into the fourth-industrial 
revolution termed Industry 4.0. Based on 
this new paradigm, companies must 
embrace a new technological infrastructure, 
which should be easy to implement for their 
business and easy to implement with other 
businesses across all their machines, 
equipment, and systems. The concept of 
zero-defects in the management of quality 
is one of the main benefits deriving from the 
implementation of Industry 4.0, both in the 
digitalisation of production processes and 
digitalisation of the product quality. 

To remain competitive and keep its leading manufacturing position, European industry is 
required to produce high quality products at a low cost, in the most efficient way. Today, 
manufacturing industry is undergoing a substantial transformation due to the proliferation 
of new digital and ICT solutions, which are applied along the production process chain and 
are helping to make production more efficient, as in the case of smart factories. The goal 
of the ZDMP Project is to develop and establish a digital platform for connected smart 
factories, allowing to achieve excellence in manufacturing through zero-defect processes 
and zero-defect products. 

ZDMP aims at providing such an extendable platform for supporting factories with a high 
interoperability level, to cope with the concept of connected factories to reach the goal of 
zero-defect production. In this context, ZDMP will allow end-users to connect their systems 
(i.e. shop-floor and Enterprise Resource Planning systems) to benefit from the features of 
the platform. These benefits include product and production quality assurance amongst 
others. For this, the platform provides the tools to allow following each step of production, 
using data acquisition to automatically determine the functioning of each step regarding 
the quality of the process and product. With this, it is possible to follow production order 
status and optimize the overall processes regarding time constraints and product quality, 
the achieving the zero defects. 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of “D018 Technical Management – WP8 Report” is to document the software 
produced in WP8 and to show the activities carried out so far, and plans, for the WP8 
components, and the features available for each one of them. 

This document is mainly for internal reporting about scope of software components, 
mapping to architecture, planned activities, progress and limitations found. However, the 
report includes links to public repositories which complement and adds information about 
guidelines to set up a component, access to the service, installation notes, configurations 
details, requirements, etc. 

Specifically, the DOA states the following regarding this Deliverable: 

T1.4 Technical Management: Leadership and Technical 
Reporting 

ITI M4-48 

D018 
D019 
D020 

Technical Management: WP8 Report R PU 18, (24), 30, (36), (42) 
48 

RDI3, 5, 8 

On the reporting side this task will deliver 6 monthly overview and per WP reports detailing the activity of T1.4 
and T1.5 and WP5-8. Thus, these reports will be the conduit for the necessary paperwork reports related to the 
WP5-8 software deliverables since within these WPs the only deliverables are software prototypes accompanied 
by a cover page pointing to T1.4.x.x series of deliverables. Whilst six-monthly only the reports at the formal 
project periods will be presented to the Funding Authority and the bracketed reports are internal only. Such 
reports will include installation notes, initial guidance, and configuration details. Note the days to perform this 
module reporting will come from the RDI tasks themselves. 

0.3 Target Audience 

The WP8 report deliverable aims primarily to the ZDMP managers in charge of producing 
the software components and zApps of the project, and the links to the public repositories 
are interesting for any party interested in the software produced. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

Its relationship to other documents is as follows: 

Primary Preceding documents: 

• D021 – Methodology Document: It gives the foundations of collaborative software 
development and points to the different tools that are being used in the project 

• D048 – Requirements Document and Update: It contains the end user 
requirements and those are mapped to the different ZDMP components 

• D051 – Global Architecture Specification and Update: It depicts the first version of 
the architecture 

• D053 – Functional Specification and Update: It contains the functional 
specification of ZDMP components and zApps 

• D055 – Technical Specification and Update: It describes the different APIs of the 
components 

Primary Dependant documents: 

• D006 – Technical management: Overview Report: Describes the software 
development approach and provides integration guidelines among components 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 

• Section 1: Context: An introduction to this deliverable including a general overview 
of WP8 components and their relationship with the overall architecture 

• Section 2: T8.1 Digital Twin: Scope, link to public repository, features, progress, 
and planned activities for this component 

• Section 3: T8.2 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality Prediction: 
Scope, link to public repository, features, progress, and planned activities for this 
component 

• Section 4: T8.3 Non-Destructive Inspection: Scope, link to public repository, 
features, progress, and planned activities for this component 

• Section 5: T8.4 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality Supervision: 
Scope, link to public repository, features, progress, and planned activities for this 
component 

• Section 6: Risks: Primary risks associated with the Work package 

• Section 7: Conclusions: Main outcomes recap and lessons learned 
 

• Annexes: 

• Annex A: Document History 

• Annex B: References  

0.6 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it provides information 
which may be relevant to external parties wanting to test or use the software produced 
within WP8. 

0.7 Document Dependencies  

This document is part of an iteration of living deliverables. This is the first version produced 
for M18. The following versions to be submitted for approval will be delivered in M30 and 
M48. Internal consortium updates of this report will be produced in M24, M36 and M42. 
Each subsequent version will provide updated information mainly, but not only, in the 
component overview. The additions will be clearly marked in further iterations of the 
document. 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations 

A definition of common terms related to ZDMP, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available at http://www.zdmp.eu/glossary. 

0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

• Online documentation for each component is available at: https://software.zdmp.eu  

0.10 Reading Notes 

• None 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
http://www.zdmp.eu/glossary
https://software.zdmp.eu/
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0.11 Document Updates 

• This is the first version of this deliverable 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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1 Context 

ZDMP’s main aim is to provide an extendable platform for supporting factories with a high 
interoperability level, to cope with the concept of connected factories to reach the goal of 
zero-defect production. The ZDMP approach is modular by design and it is formed by a set 
of components which provides added-value features. 

The tools provided by WP8 components to the ZDMP platform represent the elements 
necessary to ensure the quality of the product through the manufacturing process, by 
minimizing defects through the whole value chain. To achieve this, Characterization and 
Modelling (T8.1) will collect all different attributes and features around the product to be 
used in the subsequent tasks and throughout ZDMP. A Product Quality Prediction (T8.2) 
step is performed before the manufacturing process is completed or even initiated, by 
training the models with the previous results of quality inspection. These might come from 
the Non-Destructive Product Inspection (T8.3) component, detecting defects or measuring 
dimensional and surface parameters related to quality rate, largely through machine vision 
techniques. Finally, a supervision step, aimed to detect deviations in the manufactured 
product, is conducted through Product Supervision (T8.4). This WP will make use of the 
services provided by the core/platform in WP5 & 6 and may consider some aspects 
regarding the quality of the process addressed in WP7.  

1.1 Positioning in the Overall ZDMP Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the global architecture. Each component fits within one tier: 

• Developer Tier (Design-time): These components aide in the production of 
containerised applications for zero defect manufacturing - zApps  

• Enterprise Tier (Use-time): These components assist the Run-time 

• Platform Tier (Run-time): This is where zApps are installed. This component 
consists of Run-time services to provide a base level functionality for ZDMP 

• Edge Tier (Run-time): This is composed of the Distributed Computing component 
which allows certain zApps to be run at various locations of the system for 
performance gains 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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Figure 1: ZDMP Global Architecture; Components of WP8 are framed black. Product 
Assurance Run-Time includes two tasks, T8.2 and T8.4, as explained in Section 3.2.1 

Figure 2 shows the architectural WP8 components covered by this report. In addition, it 
gives information about the different general qualities of each one of them. 
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Platform Tier 

T8.2/T8.4: Product Assurance Run-
time 

 ✔ ✔  ✔ ✔ 

Edge Tier 

T8.1: Digital Twin  ✔ ✔  ✔ ✔ 

T8.3: Non-Destructive Inspection  ✔ ✔  ✔ ✔ 

Figure 2: WP8 ZDMP Components Classification Table 

All components of WP8 share the same qualities: 

• Callable Service: Typically, applications may be downloaded and put in a user 
environment; however, services may then be called as they may run solely in 
someone else’s environment – eg in another factory. However, care must be taken 
since the boundary is blurry – for example, an application is created/downloaded and 
run as a service for another party then it could fall into both or either camp 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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• Intrinsic in the ZDMP Ecosystem: This implies that the project builds/buys this 
service/component and it would (always) form part of the platform 

• Available in the Marketplace Self-explanatory 

• Largely Created in Project: Self-explanatory 

1.2 Purpose of the WP8 Components 

It is important to define the purpose of the ZDMP components to set up the scene where 
these components are being developed: 

• T8.1 Digital Twin: The main purpose of the component is to define the structure and 
contextualization of the elements of any kind of industry, such as assets, products, 
and processes and its mathematical behaviour inside a Simulation subcomponent. 
Base functionalities (nodes, attributes, signals, static values, etc.) allow modelling 
both processes as per WP7 and products as per WP8, where one of the main 
differences is the type of simulation that will be run. Within the WP8 context, the 
component will be focused on modelling products via physical product description 
(product identification, tolerances, assembly relationships, bill of materials, etc.) and 
will establish a layer for bridging with the process modelling features within WP7 

• T8.2 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality Prediction: This is an 
analytics component that creates, deploys, and executes a Product Quality model to 
predict the expected quality. It trains ML models to infer relationship between the 
different parameters along the product value chain and the final quality of the product 

• T8.3 Non-Destructive Inspection: The component embraces a set of inspection 
techniques to highlight defects and/or measure product physical quantities, such as 
dimensional ones, with the goal to allow assessing the quality and the conformity of 
the inspected products. Computer vision techniques for images analysis are one of 
the primary aspects covered 

• T8.4 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality Supervision: This is an 
analytics component that creates, deploys and executes an AI model to predict if the 
product inspected has, or has not, an anomaly, using for that ML models and new 
techniques like on-line learning 

1.3 Metrics 

The metrics from the DOA (Original and Amendment 1) are as follows: 

R
e
s

u
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The results of this WP will be a suite of Apps aimed to model and characterize the product 
(T8.1), and to support the manufacturing process to avoid the appearance of potential defects 
(T8.2) as well as, to correct existing ones (T8.4) by parameter configuration and adoption of 
corrective measures. On the other hand, an additional result will involve existing inspection 
techniques provided by some partners and specifically adapted to the requirements of the 
involved use cases (T8.3). 

M
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• Number of models consistently 
covering the use cases 

• Number of inspection techniques 
covering the use cases 

• Number of applications for zero-defects 
manufacturing at product level 

• Product quality improvement 

• >= 10 family products to be modelled 
• >= 10 family products to be supervised 
• >= 10 family products defect predictive 

algorithms 
• >= 5 family products to be inspected 
• >= 5 applications for product manufacturing 

quality management 

In DOA Amendment 2, it is proposed to change these as follows. Objectives in the first 
group on the left column are not specific in terms of metrics as the number of models, 
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techniques, and applications to be built while covering the use cases is not indicated. 
Moreover, there is no clear mapping with all the analytical and modelling components 
developed within WP8. It is proposed here to re-formulate them by specifying more 
concrete metrics on each component as: 

• T8.1: Number of zApps covering use cases through Digital Twin functionalities 
should be at least 2 with the optimal target of being more than 3 

• T8.2: Number of zApps covering use cases through Product Assurance Runtime 
Quality Prediction models should be at least 2 with the optimal target of being more 
than 3 

• T8.3: Number of zApps covering use cases through Non-Destructive Inspection 
techniques should be at least 2 with the optimal target of being more than 3 

• T8.4: Number of zApps covering use cases through Product Assurance Runtime 
Quality Supervision models should be at least 2 with the optimal target of being 
more than 3 

As a result of this new definition, the list on the right is also re-reformulated more clearly. In 
addition, the term “family products” is a too ambiguous term and it is preferable to refer to 
variants of product. So, considering the products that are monitored by each group of 
zApps as defined in the previous list, the right list becomes: 

• T8.1: Number of product variants to be modelled through Digital Twin >= 5 

• T8.2: Number of product variants whose quality is to be predicted through Product 
Assurance Runtime Quality Prediction models >=10 

• T8.3: Number of product variants whose quality is to be assessed through Non-
Destructive Inspection techniques >= 10 

• T8.4: Number of product variants whose quality is to be supervised through 
Product Assurance Runtime Quality Supervision models >=10 

The current status is as follows, reflecting the early stage of the project from the point of 
view of pilots implementation and based on the proposed amendments above; after the 
analysis of their requirements only the forecast of the numbers of zApps can be reported 
at the moment: 

Metric Related 
Task(s) 

Target M18 M30 M48 

Number of zApps using Digital Twin T8.1 3 0   

Number of zApps using Product Quality Prediction 
models 

T8.2 2 0   

Number of zApps using Non-Destructive 
Inspection techniques 

T8.3 4 0   

Number of zApps using Product Quality 
Supervision models 

T8.4 3 0   

Number of product variants modelled through 
Digital Twin 

T8.1 5 0   

Number of product variants whose quality is 
predicted through Product Quality Prediction 

T8.2 10 0   

Number of product variants inspected through 
Non-Destructive Inspection 

T8.3 10 0   

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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Number of product variants supervised through 
Product Quality Supervision 

T8.4 10 0   

1.4 Components public documentation 

Technical documentation of the components is publicly available in the following URL: 

https://software.zdmp.eu 

The public documentation includes for each one of the components the following 
information: 

• Source code: Location 

• Latest release:  Link to download and numbering version 

• Open API Spec:  Available Open API Specifications for the component 

• General Description: Description of the use of the component in the project 
general scope 

• Features:  List of features provided by the component 

• Requirements:  Technical requirements of the component (software and 
hardware) 

• Installation:  Description of the steps to install the component 

• How to Use:  Instructions of how to set up and use the component 

1.5 Risks 

For the status of risks related to the work package see Section 6. For project-orientated 
technology risks in general, please refer to the following document: D006 – Technical 
management: Overview Report. 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
https://software.zdmp.eu/
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2 T8.1 Digital Twin 

2.1 Public documentation 

Public documentation is available as indicated in Section 1.4. Regarding this component 
the description is available at: 

https://software.zdmp.eu/docs/components/edge-tier/digital-twin/  

 

CURRENT on-line documentation status/exceptions: 

Content Status Explanation 

Source code: Available https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/edge-
tier/t7.3-t8.1-digital-twin 

Latest release:  Available Vs 1.0.0 

Open API Spec:  Available This section is being updated periodically as new 
functionalities are being developed 

General Description: Available N/A 

Features:  Available N/A 

Requirements:  Available N/A 

Installation:  Available N/A 

How to Use:  Available This section is being updated periodically as new 
functionalities are being developed 

2.2 M18 Report 

2.2.1 Architecture Implementation 

The first version of the Digital Twin component employs a licensed time-series database 
and a model database on the background, both based on the licensed System PI 
Infrastructure, which allows progress on the developments in this first version. After M18, 
the connection with open source databases to store the models and time series (signals), 
will be developed using Ditto Framework or/and Mongo DB database system and 
integrating with the Storage and Bus components.  

http://www.zdmp.eu/
https://software.zdmp.eu/docs/components/edge-tier/digital-twin/
https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/edge-tier/t7.3-t8.1-digital-twin
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The first version of Web user interface for the Digital Twin Modeler is a read-only mode 
structure of a DT model already existing. Concretely, this first version includes: 
functionalities of editing/ creating elements (nodes), graphic trends for dynamic attributes, 
the user interface to edit/create simulation nodes and the first version of functionalities for 
Web API Digital Twin component (import model database, export database, read from a 
node and read from direct attribute), based on property formats. 

Figure 3: Digital Twin Architecture Coverage, shows the status of the architecture 
implementation. 

 
Figure 3: Digital Twin Architecture Coverage 

2.2.2 Planned Activities 

These were the planned activities for this period with an overview of their status: 

• [Completed] Digital Twin Modeler User Interface able to show a basic Digital 
Twin Model already created: Visualization of a simple Digital Twin Model already 
created in read-only mode, in front of a System PI infrastructure on the background 

• [Completed] Tree Hierarchy Navigation: Development of a tree hierarchy 
navigation of the nodes of a Digital Twin sample, based on the read-only mode in 
front of a sample of a Digital Twin model stored in a System PI infrastructure 

• [Completed] Development of visualization of datasheets of assets: Development 
of Digital Twin Modeler User Interface showing datasheets of assets to show 
attributes and dynamic values (physical signals) versus a System PI infrastructure 

• [Completed] Digital Twin import/export functionality: Development of the Digital 
Twin import/export functionality to an XML format versus a System PI Digital Twin 
infrastructure. The UI Digital Twin Modeler must be able to import/export to an XML 
format a Digital Twin model, or to transfer it to other components. After M18 it is 
planned to create an open XML model format to export/import 

• [Completed] Mapping functionality to store signals on System PI time-series 
database: Development of a mapping functionality to store signals on System PI 
time-series database in read-only mode. After the M18 the development of the 
connection with Ditto Framework storage and the ZDMP STORAGE component will 
be scheduled 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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• [Completed] Reading Digital Twin models on Digital Twin Storage System PI 
database: Digital Twin Modeler will read the Digital Twin models available on the 
Digital Twin Storage System PI database. After M18 the development of reading 
Ditto Framework stored models will be scheduled 

• [Completed] Creation of a basic industrial plant of a Digital Twin sample 
structure: Creation of a simple industrial plant of a Digital Twin sample structure in a 
System PI infrastructure to be shown in the read-only mode inside the Digital Twin 
Modeler UI interface 

• [Completed] Development of a simple simulation component: The development 
of a basic simulation component which can create a backend service on top of a 
simulation model. This subcomponent has been merged and connected with T7.1-
T7.2-T7.3 - Prediction and Optimization Run-time. The Modeler user interface 
prepares the map of signals as input and output and also creates the configuration 
file to connect, through WEB API, with the T7.1-T7.2-T7.3-Prediction and 
Optimization Run-time subcomponent 

• [Completed] Integration simulation controller backend to Digital Twin Modeler: 
Development of the integration of the simulation controller backend in the Digital 
Twin Modeler to allow mapping of simulation models to physical assets. The Digital 
Twin modeler UI allows the configuration of the input and output attributes, the 
mathematical simulation run, and the frequency of the calculations 

• [Ongoing] Development of a simulation controller to execute simulation 
scripts: Development of a simulation controller to execute simulation scripts 
according to the set of user-defined rules (eg signals every 10 seconds) and to 
publish the simulation results in the messaging and storage subcomponents. This 
subcomponent has been merged and connected with T7.1-T7.2-T7.3-Prediction and 
Optimization Run-time subcomponent. The Modeler user interface is able to prepare 
the map of signals as input and output and the configuration to connect, via WEB 
API, with T7.1-T7.2-T7.3 Prediction and Optimization Run-time, sent as part of the 
model. The result is stored on a preliminary database version at this moment 

2.2.3 Progress 

The development team was managed based on agile methodologies, conducting sprints of 
2 weeks of duration. The following table shows the progress made by the developers per 
sprint. When applicable, sprint issues are linked to features specified in the functional 
specifications (D053 – Functional Specification and Update). Note that the “PEnnn” (or 
similar) refers to the unique identifier assigned to each feature in the functional 
specification and if there is no PEnnn it implies that the issue is related to a new feature to 
be included in a future revision of the functional specification or to a non-functional 
requirement. The documentation is only (generally) up to the last full sprint in May; this 
point was chosen as the last feasible documentation point to be able to produce and 
review these documents. The next report will follow on after this point. 

Sprint 1 (Jan 27, 2020 – Feb 9, 2020)  

• Frontend Digital Twin Modeler viewer v0.2 VS System PI (from previous work Oct-19 to Jan-
20). Angular App that implements read-only visualization of nodes and attributes coming from a 
Digital Twin model already created. v0.1 Digital Twin Modeller user interface look and feel of first 
version design. Front end main structure of the first version. Prepare Front-End base angular 
structure. Related Subtask: DT006 

• Backend Digital Twin Modeler viewer v0.2 VS System PI (from previous work Oct-19 to Jan -
20). Initial version of a REST API vs System PI Web API. V0.1 This version implements read-only 
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retrieval of node and attribute information from OSI Soft PI Web API of a Digital Twin model already 
created. Rel004ated Subtasks: DT003, DT004 

• Real-time System Cloud Infrastructure on Ceteck servers (work coming from oct-19 to 
January-20). Setup servers, installation, and configuration of System PI Software (Data Archive, 
Asset Framework, PI Web API/PI Vision). Virtual servers installation on Ceteck cloud platform to run 
AF WEB API, RT database, SQL Database, and RT Analysis RT in order to be used to be 
connected with the Digital Twin modeler to be developed 

• Backend development (split in minor issues). Improve communication with PI Web API via 
REST. Related Subtask: DT003, DT004 

• Defining and preparing architecture for developing of Digital Twin Modeler (from previous 
work (oct-19 to january-20). Defining and preparing Architecture and management for developing 
of Digital Twin modeler API backend and front end. Starting to develop a first common structure. 
Defining the main structure for Digital Twin Modeler Developing 

Sprint 2 (Feb 10, 2020 – Feb 23, 2020)  

• Investigating how to interconnect and prepare Digital Twin components and Modeller with 
equipment performance through especial Optimisation elements on the Digital Twin 
Modeller. Optimized Signal (support calculations) - Inputs: Other attributes - Outputs: New 
attribute/s mapped to signals to bus or message and storage as OPTIMIZED ATTRIBUTE - Must 
be selected: Mathematical procedure STORED on SIMULATION ENGINE - Must be selected: 
Periodicity of calculation for the ENGINE SIMULATION EXECUTION ENGINE. This structure 
approach will be developed on future upgrades. Related Subtask: DT005 

• Meeting with FORD for technologies review with ITI. Meeting with FORD for technologies 
review with ITI to know what is possible to implement in the user cases  

• Build the first version of functional story about zApp Digital Twin. Contributing to the first 
version of functional story for scenario prepared for Profactor  

• Differentiate between static attribute and signal attribute (dynamic). Front end capability for 
Digital Twin modeller to differentiate between static attribute and dynamic attribute (signal) by 
differentiating visualization reading from System PI database. Related Subtask: DT006 

Sprint 3 (Feb 24, 2020 – Mar 8, 2020) 

• Research on how to interconnect prediction on process quality trough especial prediction 
elements on Digital Twin component. Prediction Signal (Future prediction) - Inputs: Other 
attributes -Outputs: New prediction attribute/s mapped to signals to bus or message and storage - 
Must be selected: Mathematical procedure STORED on SIMULATION ENGINE - Must be selected: 
Periodicity of calculation for the ENGINE SIMULATION EXECUTION ENGINE. This structure 
approach will be developed on future developing upgrades. Related Subtask: DT005 

• First list version of databases needed for Digital Twin on storage component. First list of 
databases needed for Digital Twin is sent to storage component leader. Ditto Framework and 
MongoDB are proposed 

• Defining Top 10 issues functionalities for M18. Defining the Top 10 issues functionalities 
expected for M18 for the Digital Twin component 

• Retrieval of static attribute from test database System PI (backend). Developing the backend 
capability to retrieve static values from test System PI database to be shown on Digital Twin 
Modeller User Interface. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT004 

• Prepare PPT first version of features expected for Digital Twin UI Modeller in 2021. Preparing 
power point with the global features expected for Digital Twin UI Modeller and component 

• Nodes Tree view visualization improvement of frontend vs system PI infrastructure. 
Developing an improvement of frontend nodes tree view visualization of Digital Twin UI Modeller for 
improved visualization and speed unfolding and collapsing the navigation tree view nodes. The 
model is read from System PI database. Related Subtask: DT006 

Sprint 4 (Mar 9, 2020 – Mar 22, 2020) 

• Pre-Meeting with UPV and ITI to show PPT with the main idea of features of Digital Twin 
Modeler version for 2021. Explanation and discussion of the functionalities and features of Digital 
Twin Modeler version for 2021 and implemented features expected on M18 

• Frontend design with buttons for the main attribute types. Design in Digital Twin Modeler User 
Interface the buttons layout for attributes (static, dynamic, simulation, etc). Not functional. Related 
Subtask: DT006 
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• Backend web API capability to organize nodes in a hierarchical tree structure vs System PI. 
Development of the Digital Twin API functionality to shown and navigate through a hierarchical tree 
structure of nodes. The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtask: DT003 

• Backend capability to read the current value of a dynamic attribute vs System PI. 
Development of the Digital Twin API functionality to read the current value of a dynamic attribute 
(real time signal). The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtask: DT003, DT004 

• Backend capability to read the value of a static attribute vs System PI. Development of the 
Digital Twin API functionality to read the value of a static attribute. The model is read from System 
PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT004 

• Docker Tool installation and testing. Installation of the Docker Toolbox software in virtual 
machine Windows. Installation of Docker Desktop software in virtual machine, testing and detection 
of bug in Docker Desktop which does not work on virtual machines. Testing Docker Toolbox 

Sprint 5 (Mar 23, 2020 – Apr 5, 2020) 

• Meeting with WP8 and WP7 leaders and UPV and ITI to show and discuss about the features 
of Digital Twin. New discussion about features of first digital twin version for 2021 and 
implemented features expected on M18 

• Create a first model example of an industrial plant. Create the model in a System PI database, 
with real time simulated signals. This model will be used in the next step as a model to be shown 
(read only) in Digital Twin Modeler User Interface 

• Frontend capability to organize and navigate nodes in a hierarchical tree structure vs 
System PI. Development of the Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to shown and 
navigate through a hierarchical tree structure of nodes. The model is read from System PI 
database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT006 

• Frontend capability to read the current value of a dynamic attribute vs System PI. 
Development of the Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to read the current value of a 
dynamic attribute (real time signal). The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: 
DT003, DT004, DT006  

• Frontend capability to read the value of a static attribute vs System PI. Development of the 
Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to read the value of a static attribute. The model is 
read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT004, DT006 

Sprint 6 (Apr 6, 2020 – Apr 19, 2020) 

• Backend capability to show a simple model already created vs System PI. Development of the 
Digital Twin API functionality to show an existing model. The model is read from System PI 
database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT004 

• Frontend capability to show a simple model already created vs System PI. Development of 
the Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to show an existing model. Visualization on read-
only mode. The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT004, DT006 

• Backend capability to show a trend of a dynamic attribute vs System PI. Development of the 
Digital Twin API functionality to show the trend of a real time signal (dynamic attribute). The model 
is read from System PI database. Related Subtask: DT006 

• Backend capability of exporting a Digital Twin model to XML file vs System PI. Development 
of the Digital Twin API functionality to export a model from Digital Twin to an XML file. The model is 
read from System PI database. Related Subtask: DT003 

• Investigate graphics libraries. Investigate graphics libraries to show dynamic data and signals 
results. Related Subtask: DT006 

Sprint 7 (Apr 20, 2020 – May 3, 2020) 

• Study how to implement Element Simulation on Digital Twin Modeler and how to integrate 
with UPV first version simulation subcomponent. After a meeting with UPV it is decided to 
connect with run time T7.1-T7.2-T7.3-Prediction and Optimization Run-time through API. Related 
Subtasks: DT005 

• Backend capability to show a node datasheet. Development of the Digital Twin API functionality 
to show the information of the static and dynamic attributes contained in a node. The model is read 
from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003 

• Frontend capability to show a node datasheet. Development of the Digital Twin Modeler User 
Interface capability to show the information of the static and dynamic attributes contained in a node. 
The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT004, DT006 
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• Frontend capability of exporting a Digital Twin model to XML file vs System PI. Development 
of the Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to export a model from Digital Twin to an XML 
file. The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003, DT006 

• Frontend capability to show a trend of a dynamic attribute vs System PI. Development of the 
Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to show the trend of a real time signal (dynamic 
attribute). The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT005 

Sprint 8 (May 4, 2020 – May 17, 2020) 

• The first version of the documentation on GitLab. Preparation of a first version of Digital Twin 
documentation on Gitlab. 

• Frontend capability to import an XML file of a model vs System PI. Development of the Digital 
Twin Modeler User Interface capability to import an existing model in XML format and upload it in 
the Digital Twin Modeler. The model is uploaded in System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003, 
DT006 

• Frontend capability to map input and output attributes for a simulation. Organizing the 
parameters needed in a simulation. Related Subtasks: DT005, DT006 

• Frontend for Digital Twin Modeler to be able to call the simulation controller backend in the 
Digital Twin Modeler to allow mapping simulation models to physical assets. Finally 
connecting with WEB API of T7.1-T7.2-T7.3-Prediction and Optimization Run-time. Related 
Subtasks: DT005, DT006 

• Backend capability to import an XML file of a model vs System PI. Development of the Digital 
Twin API functionality to import an existing model in XML format and upload it in the Digital Twin 
Modeler. The model is uploaded in System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003 

• Frontend capability to select from several models available on Digital Twin storage vs 
System PI. Development of the Digital Twin Modeler User Interface capability to show and select a 
model from the Digital Twin model storage. The model is read from System PI database. Related 
Subtasks: DT003, DT006 

• Backend capability to select from several models available on Digital Twin storage vs 
System PI. Development of the Digital Twin API functionality to show and select a model from the 
Digital Twin model storage. The model is read from System PI database. Related Subtasks: DT003 

2.2.4 Limitations 

There were no issues found in this period which would limit the final scope of the activities 
expected. 
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3 T8.2 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality 

Prediction 

3.1 Public documentation 

Public documentation is available as indicated in Section 1.4. Regarding this component 
the description is available at: 

https://software.zdmp.eu/docs/components/platform-tier/product-assurance-runtime/  

 

CURRENT on-line documentation status/exceptions: 

Content Status Explanation 

Source code: Available https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/platform-
tier/t8.2-t8.4-product-assurance-run-time---product-
quality-prediction-and-supervision/-
/tree/ProductQualityPredictors/ 

Latest release:  Available Vs 1.0.0 

Open API Spec:  In progress Not defined yet but will be available at M18. Focus 
was on re-definition of integration with AI-Analytics 
Run-time component and implementation of 
predictive ML models and pre-processing tools. 

General Description: Available N/A 

Features:  Available N/A 

Requirements:  Available This section is being updated periodically as new 
functionalities are being developed 

Installation:  Available This section is being updated periodically as new 
functionalities are being developed 

How to Use:  Available This section is being updated periodically as new 
functionalities are being developed 
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3.2 M18 Report 

3.2.1 Architecture Implementation 

In D051 – Global Architecture Specification and Update, the Tasks T8.2 and T8.4 have 
been merged into one component: The Product Assurance Runtime. The aim is to avoid 
double software development of internal common subcomponents and at the same time 
increase some valuable functionalities, such as the continuous learning of the ML models 
and the features optimization. Indeed, these tasks share the same architectural schema, 
the same flow of data, and similar functional interactions with external components and 
zApps. This is the reason why the architecture overview in Figure 4 includes both T8.2 
Product Quality Prediction (left) and T8.4 Supervision tasks (right), and therefore this 
schema is also the reference for Section 5.2.1. 

Figure 4 shows the status of the architecture implementation. 

 
Figure 4: Product Assurance Runtime Architecture Coverage 

The planned activities and the progress for the period are regardless split for each task 
and described separately. This means that this section covers functionalities and 
submodules specifically related to T8.2 Product Quality Prediction task while Section 5 
covers what is specific of T8.4 Supervision task. Furthermore, the choice has been made 
of including in this section also the parts related to the implementation of common 
submodules, namely the Data Processor and the Module Deployment Manager. 

3.2.2 Planned Activities 

These were the planned activities for this period with an overview of their status: 

• [Completed] Configure CI/CD pipeline (T8.2): Multirepository approach is adopted, 
and this means that the resulting docker images must be uploaded to a Docker 
Registry, to allow the rest of the teams and partners to use that subsystem. This and 
others such as tests, static code analysis, etc should be configured in a DevOps 
pipeline per component 

• [Completed] Configure CI/CD pipeline (Common parts): Multirepository approach 
is adopted, and this means that the resulting docker images must be uploaded to a 
Docker Registry, to allow the rest of the teams and partners to use that subsystem. 
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This and others such as tests, static code analysis, etc should be configured in a 
DevOps pipeline per component 

• [Completed] Research and first implementation of Product Quality Trainer 
(T8.2): The Product Quality Trainer subsystem uses AI based algorithms. The activity 
foresees the research about which are the best AI algorithms that will fit within the 
project's objectives, their prioritisation, and the implementation of a subset of those 
algorithms 

• [Completed] Research and first implementation of Quality Predictor (T8.2): The 
Quality Predictor subsystem uses the result of the training with AI based algorithms: 
a research is needed about which are the best way to package, instantiate and run 
those algorithms. Every kind of algorithm can require a specific implementation, so 
the activity is focused to identify them, prioritise them and implement a subset of 
them 

• [Ongoing] Develop a first approach of the Product Quality Model API (T8.2): 
Implements a backend for the Quality Prediction API, exposes it through 
Docker/Docker Compose and documents it by using OpenAPI/Swagger. This is not a 
full implementation of the API; it is just the first approach with basic functionality. The 
specific functionality will be defined in every sprint, taking the final zApp as reference, 
and always directed by the Product Owner of the zApp and the Work Package 
Leader 

• [Ongoing] Define and implement a basic flow for the zDigitalTwin zApp (T8.2): 
All the functionalities of all the subsystems must face a use case to be solved in a 
zApp. For that, it is important to define a basic flow of that use case, to identify the 
core parts to be developed first and to evaluate the whole application flow. Once the 
basic flow is described, the task foresees implementing a first approach of the 
zDigitalTwin zApp frontend 

• [Ongoing] Static implementation of Model Deployment Manager (Common 
parts): Implements a static/dummy functionality of this subsystem to test analytical 
component functionality vs virtual datasets 

• [Ongoing] Research and first implementation of Model Deployment Manager 
(Common parts): Implements functionality and interfaces of Model Deployment 
Manager module. Research about the best way to deploy models into a model 
repository 

• [Ongoing] Implement a first approach of Data Processor (Common parts): This 
subsystem is responsible for the connection to the data sources, retrieval of the data 
and their basic transformations, to deliver data with defined structure to the other 
processing subsystems. A first implementation is needed, with a subset of 
connections to data sources and data transformations 

• [Ongoing] Develop subsystem’s orchestration of T8.2 components with Docker 
Compose (T8.2): The main objective of this task is to deliver a standardised way to 
raise up all the subsystems of a component, without the need of having the 
knowledge of the internal technologies. For that Docker Compose is used 

• [Ongoing] Develop subsystem’s orchestration of common parts with Docker 
Compose (Common parts): The main objective of this task is to deliver a 
standardised way to deploy all the subsystems of a component, without the need of 
having the knowledge of the internal technologies. For that Docker Compose is used 

• [Ongoing] Code Dockerfiles for all subsystems (T8.2): Every subsystem of the 
T8.2 submodules should be described in a Dockerfile for integration purposes 
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• [Ongoing] Code Dockerfiles for all subsystems (Common parts): Every 
subsystem of the common submodules should be described in a Dockerfile for 
integration purposes 

3.2.3  Progress 

See Section 2.2.3 for comments on the methodology. 

Sprint 1 (Jan 27, 2020 – Feb 9, 2020)  

• Build first infrastructure of processing backend. Build first draft API definition, organize for 
generated code separation, build session and processing dispatch management class in python. 
Test backend functionality in python-flask 

• Define the responsibilities of the Model Deployment Manager. The Model Deployment manager 
will be the responsible to connect/route the processed data coming from an instance of the data 
processor to the trainer and prediction module. Related Subtasks: T82Axxx 

• Study the parameters of the Data Processor (for future API definition). This subsystem is 
responsible for the connection to the data sources, retrieval of the data and their basic 
transformations, to deliver data with defined structure to the other processing subsystems. Related 
Subtasks: T82Bxxx 

• Research about Docker Container Registries for the Prediction Repository. The prediction 
repository will be a Docker container to store the models trained 

Sprint 2 (Feb 10, 2020 – Feb 23, 2020)  

• Create folder structure for T8.2 repository. Create T8.2 repository inside of multirepository 
flavour and organize structure 

• Research about more appropriate frontend technologies. Interface building solutions in 
openAPI microservices architecture are investigated, in particular, React vs Angular 

Sprint 3 - (Feb 24, 2020 – Mar 8, 2020) 

• Initial approach to development of Predictions Repository. The Predictions Repository will be a 
Docker Container Registry that will keep the models trained by the Quality Trainer product and the 
Supervision Model Trainer ITI proposes JFrog Container Registry (https://jfrog.com/container-
registry/) or Nexus Container Registry (https://www.sonatype.com/nexus-repository-oss) 

• Define Initial approach to architecture of Data Processor subsystem. The initial approach of 
Data Processor subsystem deals with input parameters to select the data that are going to be 
processed (signal mapped on Digital Twin, message bus, storage, test csv, etc.) and a selection of 
the Python script with the transformations to be made. Output parameters: data with the 
transformations made. CETECK could use System PI, initially, as data source, then once the ZDMP 
components are ready, they will be connected. The interface with the rest of the subsystems should 
not change in this process. CETECK will be responsible for connecting with T6.2 Storage and T6.4 
Service and Message Bus to obtain the data. For all the other subcomponents, all data collection 
will be centralized in the Data Processor. Related Subtasks: T82Bxxx 

• Define Initial approach architecture of Model Deployment Manager subsystem. It will be a 
proxy between the API component and the Data Processor to provide the configuration to the Data 
Processor. The Model Deployment manager creates an instance of a data processor and a Product 
Quality or Supervision trainer according to the configuration defined by the end user and will 
orchestrate the start stop process for data processor, training for supervision model or product 
quality. Related Subtasks: T82Axxx 

• Analysis of vf-OS implementation of machine learning tools. The idea is to check the typology 
and organization of machine learning models inside Data Analytics component of vf-OS, aimed to 
quality prediction tasks. Related subtask: T82C001 Load Model 

• Data Analysis prototype. Develop a prototype function as a service/architecture proof of concept 
including openAPI: visualize data and analysis result. Related subtask: T82E001 Execute trained 
predictor 

Sprint 4 - (Mar 9, 2020 – Mar 22, 2020) 

• Install Docker compose on local web02 CETECK for testing. Install Docker Toolbox on Ceteck 
servers for testing proposes and future Ceteck responsibility subcomponents testing. 

• NOTE: due to COVID spread, during this sprint development work slowed down due to a mix of 
factors, such as company closure for some days and remote work re-adaptation 
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Sprint 5 - (Mar 23, 2020 – Apr 5, 2020) 

• Open discussion to compare WP8 and WP7 approaches in predictive model infrastructure. 
The different approaches in building and deploy runtime models for predictive purposes are 
compared to identify pro and cons and what better fits T8.2 needs as a function of foreseen 
algorithms and their use 

• Initial Research on Dockerised images for python for data processor subcomponent. The 
idea is to Run a single Python script running in a docker to make the data transformations needed. 
Related Subtask: T82B003, T82B004 

Sprint 6 - (Apr 6, 2020 – Apr 19, 2020) 

• Meeting with ITI to review all the common components. 

• Meeting with ICE to clarify the possible intersection of functions with Data Harmonization 
component. As agreed, on the call (ICE and CETECK), it appears better to keep on working 
on "data processor subcomponent" on an independent way from data harmonization component. 
Mainly because the Data Harmonization is for other purposes of transforming files data for zApps 
rather than real time processing. The idea is to add https://pandas.pydata.org/ or similar capabilities 
with python scripts in order to make special transformations needed for the component. The test 
version will connect to System PI data series and after to central storage when available and will 
make engineering conversion units and time offsets. Related Subtasks: T82B003, T82B004 

Sprint 7 - (Apr 20, 2020 – May 3, 2020) 

• Investigation about the best approach in selecting ML techniques, including autoML option. 
An ongoing discussion between data scientists of VSYS and ITI for focusing on more flexible or 
automated implementation of quality prediction techniques. Related subtasks: T82C001 Load 
Model, T82C004 Train Model with Dataset 

• First version of data processor API subcomponent for testing. With CSV as input/output and 
simple test transformation. Related Subtasks: T82B003, T82B004 

• Compose a list of data transformations needed by T8.2 and send it to CET. 

Sprint 8 - (May 4, 2020 – May 17, 2020) 

• Research on optimization techniques for hyperparameter of main ML models. A list of 
optimizers for ML hyperparameters search is to be selected and tested to be used in quality 
prediction models. Related subtasks: T82C002 Load Training Parameters 

• Studying panda functions to be used for data processing. Investigation in Pandas official web 
of available functions for data transformation. Related Subtasks: T82B003, T82B004 

• First version of backend/frontend development for test example of CSV file processing. 
Given a data series in a CSV file, the subcomponent will implement unit transformations and offsets 
in time (to synchronize data from different time zones). Related Subtasks: T82B003, T82B004 

3.2.4 Limitations 

There were no issues found in this period which would limit the final scope of the activities 
expected. 
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4 T8.3 Non-Destructive Inspection 

4.1 Public documentation 

Public documentation is available as indicated in Section 1.41.3. Regarding this 
component the description is available at: 

https://software.zdmp.eu/docs/components/edge-tier/non-destructive-inspection/  

 

CURRENT on-line documentation status/exceptions: 

Content Status Explanation 

Source code: Available https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/edge-
tier/t8.3-non-destructive-inspection/ 

Latest release:  Available Vs 1.0.0 

Open API Spec:  Available N/A 

General Description: Available N/A 

Features:  Available N/A 

Requirements:  Available N/A 

Installation:  Available N/A 

How to Use:  Available N/A 

In addition to this, a tool to reconstruct 3D objects starting from a 3D scanning source has 
been developed detailed as follows  

CURRENT on-line documentation status/exceptions: 

3DScan Content Status Explanation 

Source code: Available https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/edge-
tier/t8.3-non-destructive-inspection/-
/tree/Generator3D/ 

Latest release:  N/A Not released yet 

Open API Spec:  N/A Not defined yet 

General Description: Available N/A 

Features:  Available N/A 
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Requirements:  Available N/A 

Installation:  Available N/A 

How to Use:  Available N/A 

4.2 M18 Report 

4.2.1 Architecture Implementation 

In this period the focus was on the design time and more specifically a designing tool was 
implemented, which allows the ZDMP developer to visually build computer vision 
algorithms of varying complexity and for different inspection applications, by connecting 
functions coming from packaged modules which contain list of functions; with this strategy 
additional modules including other specific functions can be added. Modules containing 
most common and useful functions and AI classification models have been prepared.  

Figure 5 shows the status of the architecture implementation. 

  
Figure 5: Non-Destructive Inspection Architecture Coverage 

4.2.2 Planned Activities 

These were the planned activities for this period with an overview of their status: 

• [Completed] Create docker files and develop docker-compose orchestration: 
Docker files for all subsystems and docker-compose for repository orchestration 

• [Completed] Inspection technique prototype: Develop a prototype function as a 
service/architecture proof of concept including openAPI 

• [Completed] GUI Designer to facilitate the developer in building new algorithms 
to process images for inspection purposes: Designer with advanced 
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functionalities, including debugging features and consistency check of input-vs-output 
interconnections of subsequent processing blocks, has been developed to allow 
skilled developers to integrate micro and macro functions for new algorithm design; 
indeed, flexibility and extensibility is a critical need in offering solutions in the 
computer vision applications 

• [Completed] AI Image Classifier (specific AI inspection function) – backend: 
First implementation of an analytical function for AI image classification packed as a 
complete docker image ready for runtime 

• [Completed] Simplification Engine – 3D scan: Find most suitable (preliminary) 
Meshlab filters and sequence for mesh/datapoint simplification and write the script 

• [Completed] Conversion Engine – 3D scan: Analyse the 3D file formats that the 
Meshlab server manages and structure/validate the conversion (mainly STL, OBJ 
and PLY) 

• [Completed] Silhouette Extractor (specific inspection function) – backend: First 
implementation of an analytical function for image contours measurement packed as 
a complete docker image ready for runtime 

• [Completed] First integration of other ZDMP components – step I: Message Bus 
use and integration is a crucial step for full connectivity between ZDMP platform 
components 

• [Ongoing] AI Image Classifier Training functionality – frontend UI: Developer 
interface for control and configuration of training phase of AI Image Classifier function 

• [Ongoing] AI Image Classifier Classification tool – frontend UI: Operator 
interface for image classification aimed to the preparation of training phase of AI 
Image Classifier function 

• [Ongoing] Define and implement interaction with storage component – 3D 
scan: Define where and how, or whether yes or no, the 3D objects are going to be 
stored. There is the original (and heavy ~300 Mb) 3D object database, and the one 
with the simplified objects. Aspects such as whether the original ones should remain 
in the database should be discussed. Use case info should be expected in these 
terms 

• [Ongoing] Objects Definition's API design and proto-GUI – 3D scan: The API for 
the Objects Definition subcomponent is going to be defined, as well as a basic GUI to 
test it 

• [Ongoing] Objects Definition: Preliminary GUI – 3D scan: Design and validation 
of preliminary GUI 

• [Not started] First integration of other ZDMP components – step II: Data analysis 
and saving of results require use and integration of Storage component for both data 
recover and storage 

4.2.3 Progress 

See Section 2.2.3 for comments on the methodology. 

Sprint 1 - (Jan 27, 2020 – Feb 9, 2020) 

• Basic architectural proof of concept. Open API for frontend vs backend communication and 
Dockerisation. Use of Open API (swagger) to generate a server code for dummy processing of input 
from a web frontend. Dockerfiles for frontend and backend and docker-compose 

• Create docker files - 3D scan. First Dockerfile version for container creation. Based on Ubuntu 
16.04 and Meshlab (with Meshlab server) and python 3.5 and some dependences installed in it. 
Related subtask: T83F101, T83F102 

Sprint 2 - (Feb 10, 2020 – Feb 23, 2020) 
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• AI Image Classifier Training functionality - open API and backend architecture. Start defining 
open API and backend organization to implement AI Image Classifier functionalities. Related 
subtask: T83B005 

• Backend skeleton / Setting up 3D engine - 3D scan. Setting up the calls and scripts to Meshlab 
server from python. Related subtask: T83F102, T83F103, T8F104 

• Inspection technique prototype. Develop a prototype function as a service/architecture proof of 
concept including open API and image elaboration 

Sprint 3 - (Feb 24, 2020 – Mar 8, 2020) 

• AI Image Classifier Training functionality - frontend basic UI. Develop basic frontend UI for AI 
Image Classifier Training configuration: integration with basic structure of backend 

• Selection of Image processing Operators for Silhouette Analysis toolkit and Generic Image 
Processing Algorithms. Video Systems portfolio evaluation of most useful and versatile Image 
processing operators for building Silhouette Analysis tools; strong focus should also be on their 
applicability on project pilots. Related subtask: T83A001 

• Create docker files and develop docker-compose orchestration. Docker files for all subsystems 
and docker-compose for repository orchestration 

Sprint 4 - (Mar 9, 2020 – Mar 22, 2020) 

• Prioritization of first Image Processing operators for Silhouette toolkit to be wrapped inside 
an inspection component. Once selection of Image processing Operators for Silhouette Analysis 
toolkit, has been accomplished, next step is to identify first operators to be implemented and made 
available. Related subtask: T83A001 

• NOTE: due to COVID spread, during this sprint development work slowed down due to a mix of 
factors, such as company closure for some days and remote work re-adaptation 

Sprint 5 - (Mar 23, 2020 – Apr 5, 2020) 

• AI Image Classifier Training functionality - open API refinement, backend, and training 
functionality. Training process control for an AI Image Classifier has been implemented through 
openAPI and specific backend. Related subtask: T83B005 

• Implementation of Open API, backend, and inference functionality for a generic AI Image 
classifier. Inference control for an AI Image Classifier has been implemented through openAPI and 
specific backend. Related subtask: T83A007 

Sprint 6 - (Apr 6, 2020 – Apr 19, 2020) 

• Web Designer to build machine vision algorithm. Relying upon the image processing functions 
available in the component and accessible through REST API, a web design tool is thought to allow 
the expert developer to construct innovative solutions for image analysis. In the designer it is 
possible to connect single blocks representing the image processing functions by linking 
consistently their inputs and outputs, and then interrogate the T8.3 Machine vision component to 
process the whole flow, step by step. Final and intermediate processing results can be monitored 
through the web interface and once the analysis is complete and well-performing it is possible to 
export a configuration file representing the whole processing sequence. In this way a new algorithm 
can be built addressing specific needs and can be used as a recipe for interrogating the component 
for processing the whole flow in a single step in run-time applications. Most significant parameters 
to be tuned in run-time can be selected to be configurable according to environment conditions. 
Related subtask: T83A001 

Sprint 7 - (Apr 20, 2020 – May 3, 2020) 

• Scene set up, dynamic object load and simple GUI for collision detector. The provisionary 
machining chamber is set up with a dummy object and a tool. In order the user to load their 
simplified 3D object into the simulated machining chamber, the Godot application should be able to 
load it in runtime and generate the collision mesh. A simple GUI is implemented so that the user 
can select the (scanned and simplified) object from file system. Related subtask: T83F002, 
T83F104 

• Research and training on anti-collision system's development. Research on the most suitable 
software tools for the anti-collision subcomponent, which needs to manage 3D objects, collision 
meshes, trajectories, space transforms, visual interface, user interaction. The Godot game engine 
seems the most appropriate one for now 

Sprint 8 - (May 4, 2020 – May 17, 2020) 
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• Keyboard input collision-detector in Godot. In the collision detector subcomponent, based on 
Godot game engine. Implement keyboard input for tool movement and launch a warning when 
collides 

• Dynamic component generation based on chosen modules. ZDMP Developers should have the 
ability to add custom modules, consisting of algorithms, to the component. Every module consists of 
a list of operations, which will appear in the Designer for testing and enabled during Runtime. A 
Web UI, then, is required, to allow the developer to upload his custom module and choose from a 
variety of modules which ones he needs for his specific situation. The UI will provide a brief 
description of the module, like what it promises to do and which techniques it uses. Then it will 
dynamically create a component, containing all the modules and their dependencies. Developers 
should also be able to download a mock module to be integrated with the custom code. Related 
subtask: T83A001 

4.2.4 Limitations 

There were no issues found in this period which would limit the final scope of the activities 
expected. 
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5 T8.4 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality 

Supervision 

5.1 Public documentation 

Public documentation is available as indicated in Section 1.4. Regarding this component 
the description is available at: 

https://software.zdmp.eu/docs/components/platform-tier/product-assurance-runtime/ 

 

CURRENT on-line documentation status/exceptions: 

Content Status Explanation 

Source code: Available https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/platform-
tier/t8.2-t8.4-product-assurance-run-time---product-
quality-prediction-and-supervision 

Latest release:  Available Vs 1.0.0 

Open API Spec:  Available N/A 

General Description: Available N/A 

Features:  Available N/A 

Requirements:  Pending Software still unstable and the assessment of the 
requirements needed will be done for M24 

Installation:  In progress Local installation is available. The installation inside 
the ZDMP Platform will be prepared in M24 

How to Use:  In progress Instructions to run locally are available. Instructions 
to run inside ZDMP Platform will be prepared in M24 

5.2 M18 Report 

5.2.1 Architecture Implementation 

See section 3.2.1 owing to the intersection with this task. 
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5.2.2 Planned Activities 

These were the planned activities for this period with an overview of their status: 

• [Completed] Define and implement a basic flow for the zAnomalyDetector zApp 
(T8.4): All the functionalities of all the subsystems must solve a business problem. 
That problem is modelling by the use case solved in the zApp. For this, it is important 
to define a basic flow of that use case, to identify the core parts to be developed first, 
to test the whole application flow. Once the basic flow is described, the task foresees 
to implement a first approach of the zAnomalyDetector zApp frontend 

• [Completed] Research and first implementation of Supervision Model Trainer: 
The Quality Predictor subsystem uses AI based algorithms. The activity foresees the 
research about which are the best AI algorithms that will fit within the project's 
objectives, their prioritisation, and the implementation of a subset of those algorithms 

• [Completed] Research and first implementation of Anomaly Detection: The 
Anomaly Detection subsystem uses the result of the training with AI based 
algorithms: a research is needed about which are the best way to package, 
instantiate and run those algorithms. Every kind of algorithm can require a specific 
implementation, so the activity is focused to identify them, prioritise them and 
implement a subset of them 

• [Completed] Develop a first approach of the Supervision Model API: Implements 
a backend for the Supervision API, exposes it through Docker/Docker Compose and 
documents it by using OpenAPI/Swagger. This is not a full implementation of the API, 
it is just the first approach with basic functionality. The specific functionality will be 
defined in every sprint, taking the final zApp as reference  

• [Completed] Configure CI/CD pipeline (T8.4): Multirepository approach is adopted, 
and this means that the resulting docker images must be uploaded to a Docker 
Registry, to allow the rest of the teams and partners to use that subsystem. This and 
others such as tests, static code analysis, etc should be configured in a DevOps 
pipeline per component 

• [Completed] Code Dockerfiles for all subsystems (T8.4): Every subsystem in the 
T8.4 component should be described in a Dockerfile for integration purposes. 

• [Completed] Develop subsystem's orchestration of T8.4 components with 
Docker Compose: The main objective of this task is to deliver a standardised way to 
raise up all the subsystems of a component, without the need of having the 
knowledge of the internal technologies. For that Docker Compose is used 

• [Ongoing] Develop an orchestration of the T8.2, T8.4 and common parts: The 
main objective of this task is to deliver to the rest of the partners standardised way to 
raise up all the component, without the need of having the knowledge of the internal 
technologies. For that Docker Compose is used 

5.2.3 Progress 

See Section 2.2.3 for comments on the methodology. 

Sprint 1 - (Jan 27, 2020 – Feb 9, 2020) 

• T8.4 - Supervision API / OpenAPI (boilerplate and architecture). Develop the overall 
architecture and configure the OpenAPI documentation. Related subtask: T82F007 Stop/Start 
training 

• Boilerplate and architecture of Anomaly Detector subsystem. This task includes the selection 
of the underlaying technology also. Related subtasks: T82G001 Execute trained anomaly detector 
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• Boilerplate and architecture of zApp Anomaly Detector and zApp Digital Twin. This task 
includes the selection of the technology. These prototypes will be used to show the results of the 
component, and will be useful for demonstration purposes also 

Sprint 2 - (Feb 10, 2020 – Feb 23, 2020) 

• Configure CI/CD for VueJs based projects. In contradiction to Quarkus based projects, the 
VueJS based projects do not create a docker image as an output. Create the Dockerfile and upload 
automatically the resultant image to the project's Container Registry, to be able to be orchestrated 
later 

• Configure CI/CD for Quarkus based projects. The result of the native compilation of a Quarkus 
based project it is a Docker Image. That image should be created, named, versioned and uploaded 
automatically to the project's Container Registry, to be able to be orchestrated later 

• Research about Incremental / Online Learning. The Supervision Model Trainer (T8.4) subsystem 
it is aimed to perform a training using streaming data. This is not in the "state of the art" of the 
anomaly detection algorithms, whom traditionally are based in batch processing techniques. For 
that, a research about the new techniques related to Incremental / Online Learning is needed. 
Related subtasks: T82G002 Anomaly detector update 

• Build a functional story about zApp Anomaly Detector. Define a flow of a basic story using the 
zApp Anomaly Detector. This information will help to identify and prioritise the next issues, related 
to all the subsystems in the whole component 

Sprint 3 - (Feb 24, 2020 – Mar 8, 2020) 

• Discuss about Authentication/Authorization with the responsible of the development of the 
component. Clarifications needed at some points before starting the development, because will 
have a significant impact later 

• Refactor CI/CD pipeline (Net Core). Refactoring is needed due to changes of technology. 
Generation of docker images is different and will be changed accordingly 

• Refactor backend code from Quarkus to Net Core. Based on conversations with the use cases 
and the technologies approved to be installed in the factory, a change of technologies is required 

Sprint 4 - (Mar 9, 2020 – Mar 22, 2020) 

• Data analysis with Martin Rea clarifying some aspects Related subtask: T82F002 Load training 
parameters 

• Prepare environment to work remote due coronavirus. Some migrations of servers are needed 
to continue working from home 

Sprint 5 - (Mar 23, 2020 – Apr 5, 2020) 

• Finish the complete mock-ups for zApp zAnomalyDetector and zDigitalTwin. Advanced mock-
ups, nearer to the user perspective and look & feel 

• Research in Change Point and Concept Drift Detection. Production processes are not 
immutable so research was made into change point and concept drift detection algorithms that may 
indicate that Supervision Model needs to be retrained. (This task is related to task "Research in 
Multimode and Adaptive Process Monitoring")"). Related Subtasks: T82G005 Anomaly contributing 
variables 

• Research in Multimode and Adaptive Process Monitoring. Production processes are subjected 
to changes or may produce several types of products, so the process conditions may change from 
one product to another. This is known as Multimode production process and will be a field of 
research for the implementation of the Supervision Model Trainer (T8.4) subsystem. An open 
source library in Python named scikit-multiflow has been evaluated in several benchmark datasets, 
for both classification and regression problems. Reliable results have been obtained for 
classification problems. Unlike classification, scikit-multiflow has little implemented algorithms for 
regression and results here have been poor. Classification algorithms have also been evaluated in 
one of the use cases available in ZDMP where the objective is to predict whether the produced 
piece will be rejected or not. Unfortunately, poor results have been obtained in this case, most 
probably due to the high imbalanced class. Related Subtasks: T82G005 Anomaly contributing 
variables. 

Sprint 6 - (Apr 6, 2020 – Apr 19, 2020) 

• Develop orchestration using docker-compose. Define how the subsystems are interconnected 
declaring them as services in the docker compose specification. Once the orchestration is 
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completed, the entire component can be started up easily, running the command docker-compose 
up 

• Integrate Traefik to solve XSS and CORS issues. Putting all together, the architecture raises 
some issues regarding CORS and XSS protection. Using Traefik the subsystems will run over the 
same domain, and that issues will be solved 

Sprint 7 - (Apr 20, 2020 – May 3, 2020) 

• Implement a data acquisition smoke subsystem. For testing purposes, impersonate the Data 
Acquisition component developing a smoke subsystem. Related subtasks: T82F003 Load training 
dataset 

• Compose a generic example of the data flow between this component and the other 
components of the architecture. The objective is to evaluate the overall architecture and adjust if 
necessary. This test is composed by a data acquisition, using smoke components. That data is sent 
to the training subsystem, in which the model is trained. Once the model is ready, is wrapped with 
an API and exposed to be executed as a service. Related subtasks: T82F003 Load training 
Dataset, T82F004 Train model with dataset and T82F007 Stop/Start training 

Sprint 8 - (May 4, 2020 – May 17, 2020) 

• Configure CI/CD. For Sonar analysis and automatic documentation 

• Update public documentation. Using the Technical Manager's template and markdown 

• ZDMP AI Analytics Runtime Manifesto (train/predict). Prepare a proof of concept for the 
integration between the component and the AI Analytics Runtime. Related subtasks: T82G001 
Execute trained anomaly detector, T82F004 Train Model with dataset 

5.2.4 Limitations 

There were no issues found in this period which would limit the final scope of the activities 
expected. 
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6 Risks 

The risk status associated with this WP and underlying task are as follows: 

Risk WP 
Likelihood % 

Impact  

Critical risks for implementation - Proposed 
risk-mitigation measures - 

Current Status 

Failure in 
Functions (ZD 
production and 
products) 

WP: WP8 
%: Low 
: High 

This is considered as a core issue in the 
project. This is marked low occurrence due to 
the previous research that has been 
performed and the success of the dependent 
projects; Nonetheless, having multiple pilots 
in the project will allow early detection of the 
problem if it occurs and WP11 will work as 
early testing environment to avoid such 
issues. 

Pilots concrete implementation through ZD 
platform has not started yet; thus, no change 
to risk level 
 
Risk future change: 
% Low: No change 
High: No change 

Time for 
development 
underestimated 

WP: WP8 
%: Medium 
: High 

Pilots and research & development of 
components will be performed in parallel in a 
hybrid-agile approach. Pilots can be re-
scheduled and re-scoped to mitigate against 
the delayed delivery of software. Changes in 
the scope might be motivated by lack of 
specific essential components to conduct the 
work or the risk of technologies not being 
mature enough for the purpose of the pilots. 
All technical providers have many years of 
development experience and timely delivery. 
Most partners selected have a long history of 
EU projects. 

Pilots concrete implementation through ZD 
platform has not started yet; thus, no change 
to risk level 
 
Risk future change: 
% Medium: No change 
 High: No change 

Uncomplete 
Datasets from 
use cases for 
ML/AI training 

Tasks: T8.2/3 
%: Medium 
: Medium 

This is a well-known problem regarding most 
standard ML/AI techniques and WP9/10 need 
to be ongoing to deepen the analysis of the 
use cases data. Nonetheless, this should be 
performed within the second year, what is 
more sub-calls could fulfil possible gaps at 
this regard. 

WP9/10 activity has just recently started; 
thus, no change to risk level 
 
Risk future change: 
% Medium: No change 
Medium: No change 

Computing load 
and related 
requirements 

Tasks: T8.2/3/4 
%: Medium 
: High 

Machine Learning models, especially for the 
training process, can be highly resource 
consuming. Furthermore, in T8.2/T8.4 
continuous training mechanisms are 
foreseen. Resources should follow expected 
requirements, at the same time training 
processes must be scheduled or run on 
specific cluster outside premises. Platform 
services like Autonomous and Distributed 
Computing should help. 

Implementation needs to be more mature 
and datasets available to better assess the 
risk; thus, no change to risk level 
 
Risk future change: 
% Medium: No change 
High: No change 

Too high latency 
on results of 
T8.3  

Tasks: T8.3 
%: Medium 
: High 

Considering that T8.3 is partly based on 
machine vision techniques, could be that 
micro services approach and platform layers 
increase latencies so that they become not 
compatible with real application needs.  
In this case there will be a review the module 
using edge computing approach and develop 
only a microservice connector to platform for 
configuration and result publication coming 

from edge-based solution.  

Basic Platform instantiation is needed to 
assess the risk; thus, no change to risk 
level 
 
Risk future change: 
% Medium: No change 
High: No change 
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7 Conclusions 

This document reports on the different WP8 tasks’ activities and components development 
providing the status at M18. 

It first illustrates ZDMP WP8 work in the scope of ZDMP global architecture and describes 
what tasks and components compose it. Its main aim is to create modelling and analytical 
tools, as well as the infrastructure to allow developing new ones, with the final goal of 
predicting inspecting and alerting the quality of the product at any stage of the production 
chain. 

It is composed of the following tasks/components: 

• T8.1 Digital Twin 

• T8.2 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality Prediction 

• T8.3 Non-Destructive Inspection 

• T8.4 Product Assurance Runtime – Product Quality Supervision 

All these tasks/components are monitored and evaluated against the requirements 
presented in D048 Requirement Document and Update, and Software development 
approach is based on agile sprints following D021 Methodology Document. 

Every section of the document describes the achievements of each task/component and is 
being complemented by the software reports found in the public repository. 

The main challenges in this first iteration was the clear definition and concrete 
implementation of main functionalities of the components, trying to figure out where major 
efforts are needed for the proper integration within the whole platform framework. The 
original vision on each component was finally enriched. Components requiring a higher 
interaction with other platform components suffered of slower initial progress due to these 
reasons. Also, working with the agile methodology required some efforts to homogenise 
the approach of all the technical partners involved. However, the consortium put in place 
the following valuable measures to overcome these challenges:  

• Periodical bi-weekly WP8 meetings to monitor the progress of agile sprints and face 
specific problems 

• Plenary meetings (physical, but the last one which was virtual after COVID-19 lock-
down) where: 

• Present progress of the component to a wider technical audience in the platform 
integration perspective 

• Allow focused discussion in small expert groups on most challenging identified 
issues 

The main developments of this period were software components for the specific tasks in 
WP8. These components will serve as a good basis for the further evolvement of the 
software and the mathematical algorithms which are standing behind it. The partners have 
built a good team after this first period and are working together smoothly and with a good 
open communication.  
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